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Ji Zhiye scribbled a crooked circle on a piece of paper as the general plan of the desert
island.

"Where did you search just now? Where is the building or shelter? " Ji Zhiye inquired
calmly.

"I found a cave in the East. We've seen it. There's no one there." Said a woman clerk.

"I've seen the seaside in the East. There are two collapsed buildings. There is no space
to go in." Another South Vocational College said.

"Great, it can narrow down the search target," Ji Zhiye sighed. "I think all the
buildings on this island should have collapsed, but there may be some hidden space for
some buildings to go in, and Bai Zong may faint and can't hear the shouting. The
female staff are in a team to search for these collapsed buildings. They are in two
teams, and the searched place is in a prominent position Make a mark. " With that, Ji
Zhiye put a stack of A4 paper on the table and said, "stick a piece of A4 paper in a
conspicuous place to show that someone has searched here."

"Good." The obedient one picked up a few A4 white papers and carefully put them on
his body.

"The men work in pairs to search the air raid shelters and underground caves on the
island. It may be very dark inside. Everyone brings some candles and mobile phones,
so as not to burn out the torches and not be able to light them. Let's move." Ji Zhiye,
based on his previous experience in making adventure films, quickly ordered him to do
so in an organized and planned way.

The crowd quickly scattered around to look for Bai nianxi. Kangmobei felt that he had
made a good arrangement, so he stood up and picked up some A4 papers and some
candles to look for Bai nianxi.

"Young master Aikang, don't move when you are injured..." Ji Zhiye encouraged
himself a little and said to kangmobei, "the ship is gone. We can't go out. Please
contact the outside world by satellite phone."

Kangmobei gives Ji Zhiye a fierce look, which makes Ji Zhiye's courage dissipate.
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"Now it's most important to find nianxi. If you stay here and contact the outside world,
nianxi may be injured, so you remember to call the doctor."

Having said that, the north of Komo went eastward. Their camp was on the west coast
of the desert island.

Ji Zhiye doesn't say anything more, he can only listen.

With blurred vision, he walked weakly to the East. Seeing the shadow of fire all
around, he walked all the way to the end of the darkness. The darkness showed that
there was no one there.

Bai nianxi was tied tightly, and she could only wriggle and shout, but she didn't shout.
In the dark, reason gradually overcame panic. Unfortunately, Bai nianxi couldn't
calculate time.

She tried to recall how long it took her to get to the shelter, and the open wasteland
was about several hundred meters Specifically, she is still pondering.

This is not the only barren forest on the desert island, Bai nianxi thought. But the
appearance of the barren forest means her position in the center of the desert island.
The distance between the trees is roughly estimated to be 1 meter, and how many trees
she passed Bai nianxi can only roughly think of 150 trees, so she should be about one
kilometer away from the camp of the cast.

It's 20 minutes since I was dragged into the air raid shelter, isn't it? Bai nianxi
continued to think hard and walked here with the pace of searching and tracking. Her
usual walking speed was 5 kilometers per hour. When she came to the exit of the air
raid shelter, it should have been 290 minutes.

For the crew, they have been missing for an hour, and conmobei should have found
out that they are missing! Bai nianxi has a general conclusion.

Looking up at these countless cold eyes, she was still uneasy, but compared with
uneasiness, self-help was the most important thing.

The way Bai nianxi thought of was to let the owners of these countless eyes fly out
because of their own actions. A large number of unknown animals flew out in panic,
indicating that there was something abnormal in the cave. If the searchers happened to
be nearby and heard the sound of the flying animals flapping their wings, they would
be able to find this place!



"Wait Wait another 20 minutes, there must be someone nearby. No, wait an hour... "
Bai nianxi thought in secret.

Dilapidated buildings appear every other distance. Komobi uses torches and the light
left before the sun reaches the other side of the earth to carefully examine whether
there is space for Tibetans in these buildings.

"The woods, do you want to go in and have a look?"

"Since it's a forest, it means that there are no buildings in it. You can see that the forest
is so small, and there are only 1000 trees at most. Decades ago, there was no need to
spend so much effort to build any buildings in the forest, right?"

"Yes, keep looking ahead."

……

Dimly, the voice of dialogue came from the distance. With his blurred vision, he saw
two torches moving further away. The woods seemed to be deliberately and tacitly
bypassed.

The three woods in heisensen are independent of each other. Indeed, the area of the
woods is too small, and it is less than 100 meters wide by visual inspection. Conmobei
is unwilling to let go of every detail. He selects the middle one from the three woods
and goes straight to the direction of the woods.

……

How long has it been Bai nianxi anxiously waited for the passage of time and watched
anxiously that the candle tears were as high as the candle. After a while, the candle
will burn to the endThe fear of the dark once again hit Bai nianxi's heart

At the same time, Bai nianxi also realized what kind of animal the owner of these
innumerable eyes is bat.

……

With the rapid search, kangmobei ran through the woods. At the end of the woods,
kangmobei saw that the three woods might be connected, but there was only a little
space in the middle. From a distance, the three woods seemed to occupy independently.

Moving on, conmobei soon entered another forest.



All of a sudden, there was a strange thump in front of him, which made him startled.
Looking up at the black paint smearing bats flying everywhere, he felt a little
suspicious

Night is the world of bats. It's not long after it's dark, and there's even some gray blue
light. It's reasonable that bats should wait until it's completely dark before they leave
the cave

A large number of bats seem to be flying around in panic. For a moment, conmobei
can't judge how many bats There are.

Conmobei knows that some bats feed on human blood, which makes him even more
worried. In case these bats are bloodthirsty So

Suspicions and anxieties, a few minutes later, these bats seem to be less panic, tacit
understanding to fly in the same direction - when they fly in the direction.

Follow the bats Conmobei frowned and a voice came from his heart.
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